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We calculate the leading-order matrix element for exclusive decays of 6 —+ 8p in the quenched
approximation of lattice +CD on a 24 x 48 lattice at @=6.2, using an O(a)-improved fermion action.
The matrix element is used to extract the on-shell form factor Ti(q =0) for B —+ K'p and B, —+ Pp,
using two different assumptions about the q dependence of the form factors for these decays. For
B —+ K'p, Ti(q =0) is determined to be 0.159+ss + 0.067 or 0.124+is + 0.022 in the two cases. We
find the results to be consistent (in the standard model) with the CLEO experimental branching
ratio of B(B m K*p) = (4.5+ 1.5 + 0.9) x 10
PACS number(s): 12.38.Gc, 13.40.Hq, 14.40.Nd
I. INTRODUCTION
A. The standard model and new physics
Theoretical interest in the rare decay B ~ K*p as
a test of the standard model has been renewed by the
experimental results of the CLED Collaboration [1]. For
the first time, this mode has been positively identified
and. a preliminary determination of its branching ratio
given.
The radiative decays of the B meson are remarkable
for several reasons. The decay B —+ K*p arises from the
flavor-changing quark-level process 6 ~ Sp, which occurs
through penguin diagrams at one-loop in the standard
model. As a result, the decay is a purely quantum ef-
fect and a subtle test of the standard model. The pro-
cess is also sensitive to new physics appearing through
virtual particles in the internal loops. Existing bounds
on the 6 ~ 8p branching ratio have been used to place
constraints on supersymmetry (SUSY) [2—8] and other
extensions of the standard model (SM) [9,10]. A compre-
hensive review of these results can be found in [ll]. Fi-
nally, it is also remarkable that this rare process has a suf-
ficiently large branching ratio to be detected experimen-
tally. Thus, accurate experimental measurements and
accurate theoretical calculations of these decays could
soon probe new physics at comparatively low energies.
In order to compare the experimental branching ratio
with a theoretical prediction it is necessary to know the
relevant hadronic matrix elements. These have been esti-
mated using a wide range of methods, including relativis-
tic and nonrelativistic quark models [12—14], two-point
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and three-point QCD sum rules [15—20], and heavy quark
symmetry [21], but there remains some disagreement be-
tween the different results. It is therefore of interest to
perform a direct calculation of the matrix elements using
lattice QCD. The viability of the lattice approach was
first demonstrated by the work of Bernard, Hsieh, and
Soni [22] in 1991.
Excluding QCD contributions, the free quark decay
6 ~ 8p in the SM proceeds by diagrams similar to that
shown in Fig. 1. The charm and top quark dominate, be-
cause the up quark contribution to the loop is suppressed
by the small Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) fac-
tor /V„~V„*,/.
If the value of the top mass is assumed, the standard
model can be tested by deriving an independent result
for B(B -+ K*p). Deviations from the expected branch-
ing ratio would be an ind. ication of contributions to the
decay from physics beyond the SM, to which this decay
is potentially sensitive.
Research on such contributions can be classified into
supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric extensions of
the SM. In the latter case, Cho and Misiak [23] consid-
ered SU(2)L, SU(2)R left-right symmetric models and
found considerable variations from the SM result for a
wide range of the free parameters, while Randall and
Sundrum [24] found significant potential deviations from
the SM in technicolor models. Anomalous TVWp cou-
plings in b ~ sp have been analyzed, and the results
found to be consistent with the SM. The bounds ob-
tained. from this approach can improve on those from
direct searches [25—28]. The contributions from two
Higgs doublet models [29,30] have been analyzed to ob-
tain bounds on the charged Higgs boson mass and tan P,
the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the dou-
blets [31,32].
Supersymmetric (SUSY) models also involve addi-
tional Higgs doublets, but the contribution of other
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B(B m K*p) = (4.5 + 1.5 + 0.9) x 10
The advantage of this measurement is that the experi-
mental number is model independent. Theoretical calcu-
lation of the relevant exclusive matrix element requires
the determination of long distance QCD contributions
which cannot be determined perturbatively, but can be
computed using lattice QCD.
C. The effective Hamiltonian and hadronic matrix
elements
u, c, t
FIG. 1. An example of a penguin diagram contributing to
the decay b —+ 8p.
boson-fermion loops, in particular charginos (y ) with
up-type squarks, and gluinos (g) or neutralinos (y ) with
down-type squarks must also be included [2—8,33]. A
thorough study of the decay in the minimal supersym-
metric standard model can be found in Ref. [8]. There
are strong contributions from chargino and gluino loops,
especially for large tanP, which interfere destructively
with the Higgs contribution and allow SUSY to mimic
the SM in some regions of parameter space. As a re-
sult, the current limits on tan P and Higgs boson masses
are weak, but will tighten as more stringent bounds on
superpartner masses are obtained.
For the rest of this paper, we shall use the SM as the
appropriate model, and look for possible deviations from
the experimental branching ratio. It should be noted that
the lattice calculation is needed only to determine the ef-
fects of low energy QCD, and these are independent of
new physics. The low energy effect of many extensions
of the SM will be completely contained within the renor-
malization group operator coeKcients, and hence it is
straightforward to allow for contributions from different
models.
B. Exclusive vs inclusive decay modes
The inclusive decay B —+ X,p is predominantly a short
distance process and can be treated perturbatively in
the spectator approximation. It is also possible to use
heavy quark eff'ective theory (HQET) to compute the
leading 1/m&2 corrections [34]. The experimental inclu-
sive branching ratio has been determined at CLEO [35],
B(B m X,p) = (2.32 + 0.57 + 0.35) x 10
The procedure for obtaining this result has a mild model
dependence (the final result is a function of mb).
In addition, the branching ratios of the exclusive decay
modes of 6 ~ 8p can also be experimentally determined,
and the present published branching ratio for B ~ K*p
from the CLEO Collaboration [1] is
In order to determine the low energy QCD contribu-
tions to this decay, the high energy degrees of freedom
must be integrated out, generating an efFective AB = —1,
AS = 1 Hamiltonian. Grinstein, Springer, and Wise [36]
determined the Hamiltonian 'R,g, to leading order in
weak matrix elements:
(3)
where the eight operators 0, are multiplied by the renor-
malization group coeKcients C, (p). Six of the operators
are four-quark operators and two are magnetic moment
operators, coupling to the gluon and photon [37]. The
operator which mediates the b —+ 8p transition is
e 1
Op = mbso„(1. +—p5)b I""16~2 " 2 (4)
The coeKcients C, (p) are set by matching to the full
theory at the scale p = M~. The coefficient C~(m~) is
determined using the renormalization group to run down
to the appropriate physical scale p = mb [38], and is
approximately given by
(~ ) ~—16/23 Q (M ) + (r/10/23 1)58
( 28/23 1)29189
n, (mg)
n, (M~) '
where, in the standard model [39],
(5)
~sM(M ) 2 (x —1)'
(2, 5 7 x (3x —2)
x~ —x + —x ———— lnx~,(3 12 12 2 (x —1) )'
m't
M2W
The efFects of scale uncertainty in the leading order ap-
proximation have been considered by Buras et al. [31].
To leading order, the on-shell matrix for B ~ K*p is
given by
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where
'C. (mb) &~b&~*.n"*(K'IJ I B)2 27r2
Tg(qz „) m~~
Tz(qz „) - m~'~
Jp = 80 p&g 6R, (8)
and g and q are the polarization and momentum of the
emitted photon. As outlined by Bernard, Hsieh, and
Soni [22], the matrix element (K*Isa„„q bRIB) can be
parametrized by three form factors:
as the heavy quark mass, and hence the pseudoscalar
meson mass m~ grows infinitely large. Combining this
with the relation Tz(qz=O) = —i'(qz=O) constrains the
q dependence of the form factors.
Pole dominance ideas suggest that
(K*lJplB) = ):C;T*(q')
where
C„=2e„Ape p kP,
C„= r.„(m~ —m~. ) —e q(p+ k)„,
C„=e ql q„— (p+k)„ I.
mg —m~ (12)
As the photon emitted is on shell, the form factors need
to be evaluated at q =0. In this limit,
for i = 1, 2, where m, is a mass that is equal to m~ plus
1/m~ corrections and n; is a power. Since 1 —q „/m2
1/mJ for large m~, the combination of heavy quark sym-
metry and the form factor relation at q = 0 implies that
nq —n2 + 1. Thus we could fit T2(q ) to a constant and
T~(q ) to a single pole form, or fit T2(q ) to a single pole
and Tq(q ) to a double pole. These two cases correspond
to
m& single pole,-1/2
-3/2
m~ double pole.
T2(q =0) = -i'(q =0),
and the coefficient of Ts(q =0) is zero. Hence, the
branching ratio can be expressed in terms of a single form
factor: for example,
2 3
s & m~&
m~a~m~7g
I
1—
8vr4 ( m2~ )
x IV~V~: I'IC~(mb) I'IT (q'=0) I'. (14)
This paper concerns the evaluation of Tq(0). We shall
outline how matrix elements of the form (V I J„IP),where
IP) is a heavy-light pseudoscalar meson and IV) is a
strange-light vector meson, can be calculated in lattice
@CD and explain the computational details involved. We
shall evaluate the form factors Tz(q =0) and T2(q =0),
make some statements about the systematic error, and
compare the calculated value of B(B ~ K*p) with the
results from CLEO.
II. LATTICE FIELD THEORY
The hadronic matrix element (Vl J„IP) for the b +
8p transition can be obtained from the correlator
(OIJ (x)T„„(y)J&(0)IO), where J~ and J are interpo-
lating fields for the P and V mesons, consisting of a heavy
quark h, , a light quark l, and a strange quark s:
J~(x) = l(x)ash(x),
J, ( ) = &( )~ (*)
(y) = s(y)o &(y).
(18)
(»)
(20)
As we will see, our data for T2(q ) appear roughly con-
stant in q when m~ is around the charm scale, but have
increasing dependence on q2 as the heavy quark mass
increases. We will fit to both constant and single pole
behaviors for T2(q2) below.
D. Heavy quark symmetry The full matrix element (VIsrr„z(l + ps)hlP) can bederived using the Minkowski space relation
We cannot directly simulate b quarks on the lattice, as
will be explained below. Instead, we calculate with a se-
lection of quark masses near the charm mass. This means
that any results for the form factors must be extrapolated
to the b-quark scale. Heavy quark symmetry [40] tells us
that
5 pv pupA2
2 (21)
In Euclidean space, the correlator
(OIJ (x)T„„(y)JJ, (0)IO) can be computed numerically
using the functional integral
(Ol J (2:)T„„(y)J~t(0)IO) = — 17A'Dq'Dq J (x)T„(y)J~~(0) exp( —S[A, q, q]),
1 17A Tr [p&H(0, y) o.„„S(y,x)ppI (x, 0)] exp( —S,@),
(22)
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where S[A, q, q] is the @CD action and S(y, x), H(y, x), L(y, x) are the propagators from x to y for the s, h, and I
quarks. Working in momentum space, we calculate the three-point correlator
+pp (t tf » 8 ) e e (JP(tf x)T (t y) Jvp( ))
x,y ) e pi't ')e 'ep(P(p) ~ha„s~V(k, e)).
~,z~ —~,r-+~ 2E~ 2Ev
(24)
To obtain the matrix element (P(p)
~
ha»s
~
V(k)), we take
the ratio
C'&'~t t
where the two-point correlators are defined as
inverse lattice spacing [2.73(5) GeV], and the variation
of the propagator would occur over lengths smaller than
the lattice spacing. As a result, heavy quarks are sim-
ulated with masses around the charm quark mass, and
the results extrapolated to mb. Hence, (V~ J„~P) has to
be calculated at a number of different light, strange, and
heavy quark masses.
O;"«,
~ =).""*(~.'(t, =)J.(0»
Z'P ( Ept + —Ep(T —t)—)2Ep
&'"(t k) =-i
—, I).""'(J.' (t *)J (0))
Z'
(
Evt + —E—v P' —t))Ev
(27)
(28)
C„: ) e (V(k, e)~sa„hiP(p)) +
(29)
and C~„„approaches a plateau. The three-point corre-
lator is calculated in its time reversed form to allow the
use of previously calculated light propagators. The fac-
tors Z~, Zv, and the energies of the pseudoscalar and
vector particles are obtained from fits to the two-point
Euclidean correlators.
In order to simulate this decay on a suKciently finely
spaced lattice, vacuum polarization effects were dis-
carded and the gauge field configurations generated in
the quenched approximation. The decays D ~ Kev,
D —+ K*ev, and D, —+ Pev have been calculated in the
quenched approximation [41—43] and have been found to
be in relatively good agreement with experiment. It is
therefore quite plausible to assume that the systematic
error from the quenched approximation for this calcula-
tion would be of a similar size.
The matrix element (K*~sa& q"bE~B) cannot be di-
rectly calculated as realistic light quarks cannot be sim-
ulated owing to critical slowing down in determining the
propagator for small masses. Instead light quarks are
simulated at a number of masses approximately that of
the strange quark mass, and any result is extrapolated
to the chiral limit. Furthermore, 6 quarks cannot be sim-
ulated directly as the 6-quark mass is greater than the
By time reversal invariance and assuming the three
points in the correlators of Eq. (26) are sufficiently sepa-
rated in time, a term proportional to the required matrix
element dominates:
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Sp = Sp —' —) q(x)+.-(x)ap-q(x) (30)
where S+~ is the standard Wilson fermion action [45,47]
and E~ is a lattice definition of the field strength ten-
sor, which we take to be the sum of the four untraced
plaquettes in the p,v plane open at the point 2::
4
a=1
In using this action, all observables with fermion fields
q, q must be "rotated":
1
q(x) ~
I
1 ——4 I q(*),)(q(x) m q(x) j 1 + —P ~,)
(32)
where 4& is the discretized covariant derivative, operat-
ing on the quark fields as
Sixty SU(3) gauge configurations were generated in
the quenched approximation for a 24 x 48 lattice at
P = 6.2. These configurations were generated with peri-
odic boundary conditions using the hybrid over-relaxed
algorithm, and the standard discretized gluon action, de-
fined in [44]. The configurations were separated by 400
compound sweeps, starting at sweep number 2800. The
inverse lattice spacing was determined to be 2.73(5) GeV,
by evaluating the string tension [45]. In physical units,
this corresponds to a spacing of approximately 0.07 fm
and a spatial size of 1.68 fm. In order to simulate heavy
quarks whose masses are approaching the inverse lat-
tice spacing, the O(a)-improved ferrnion action of Sheik-
holeslami and Wohlert [46] (also referred to as the clover
action) was used. This is defined as
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1-
~. q(-) =
—, U.(*)q(*+~) —U.'(* ~—)q(- ~—),
(33)
This action eliminates the tree level O(mo) error of the
Wilson action [48], which can be significant for heavy
quark systems [49,50].
For each configuration, quark propagators were calcu-
lated using the over-relaxed minimal residual algorithm
with red-black preconditioning for tc = 0.14144, 0.14226,
and 0.14262, using periodic boundary conditions in the
spatial directions and antiperiodic boundary conditions
in the temporal direction. Smearing was not used in the
calculation of these light propagators. The first two e
values can be used to interpolate to the strange quark
mass which corresponds to v. = 0.1419(1) [51]. The third
K value, corresponding to a somewhat lighter quark, was
used in conjunction with the others in order to test the
behavior of the data in the chiral limit.
Heavy propagators, for v.h —0.121, 0.125, 0.129, and
0.133, were evaluated using time slice 24 of some of the
above propagators as the source. For Kh —0.121 and
0.129, the propagators for all of the light K values were
used. For ~g —0.125 and 0.133, the propagators for
0.14144 and 0.14226 were used. To reduce ex-
cited state contamination, these sources were smeared
using the gauge invariant Jacobi algorithm [52], with an
rms smearing radius of 5.2. Because of memory limi-
tations, these propagators were evaluated only for time
slices 7 to 16 and 32 to 41.
Using these propagators, the three point correlators
were evaluated. The spatial momentum p was chosen
to be (0, 0, 0) or (a/12, 0, 0) (the lowest unit of momen-
tum in lattice units that can be injected). All possible
choices of g were calculated such that the magnitude of
the spatial momentum of the vector meson k was less
than i/2vr/12. This is because the signal of light hadrons
degrades rapidly as the momentum is increased [53].
In order to obtain (V~so„„h,~P), the decay constant
and energy were determined for the pseudoscalar of each
heavy-light K combination and the vector of each possible
light K combination, for all possible momenta used. The
process of extracting these is well understood and has
been discussed in detail elsewhere [51]. As the two-point
functions are periodic, a correlator at a time 0 & t & 24
was averaged with the same correlator at 48—t to improve
the statistical sample. This "folded" data were fitted
to Eq. (27) or Eq. (28) for time slices 15 to 23. For both
the two-point and three-point functions we utilized the
discrete symmetries C, P, and T (folding) wherever pos-
sible, in addition to averaging over equivalent momenta.
The statistical errors for all correlators were determined
by the bootstrap procedure [54], using 1000 bootstrap
subsamples &om the original configurations. The finite
renormalization needed for the lattice-continuum match-
ing of the cr„poer t arohas been calculated [55], but has a
negligible effect here ( 2%%uo) and was not included. It in-
troduces a small correction to the branching ratio which
is considered in the conclusions.
As outlined in the previous section, the weak ma-
trix elements C~„„were extracted from the three point
data and the fits to the two-point data. Having divided
out the contributions from the two-point amplitudes and
energies, the matrix element (V ~so~ h~P) was isolated.
These matrix elements were combined to determine the
form factors Ti(q ), T2(q „), and T2(q ). Each form
factor was extracted by a correlated fit to a constant for
time slices 11, 12, and 13.
IV. RESULTS
The data for unphysical masses and ofI'-shell photons
must be combined to isolate the form factors and extrap-
olate to the physical regime. It is clear from Eq. (13)
and Eq. (14) that the branching ratio can be evalu-
ated from Ti(q =0; m~', mls. ) or T2(q =0; ma, mK. ).
As demonstrated in a previous paper [56], the evalua-
tion of Ti(q =0; m~' , mlc. ) is relatively straightforward,
and T2(q =0;m~, mls ) can be determined in a sim-
ilar way. To test heavy quark scaling, we also ex-
tracted the form factor T2 at maximum recoil, where
q = q „= (m~ —mv), in the same way as Bernard
et aL [57]. These form factors were extrapolated to the
physical mass m~ —m~, and an estimate of systematic
errors in the extrapolation made by.comparing diferent
methods.
A. Extraction of form factors
&i(q')
The form factor Tz can be conveniently extracted from
the matrix elements by considering diferent components
of the relation:
4(k p —p k~)Ti(q') = e ~~"Cp„„q". (34)
We see a plateau in T~ about t = 12. The use of
smeared operators for the heavy quarks provides a very
clean signal, with stable plateaus forming before time
slice 11. The data for the heaviest of our light quarks,
tv~ ——v, = 0.14144, with the smallest statistical errors,
are shown in Fig. 2.
The form factor is evaluated for each of the five possible
values of q . We fit Ti(q ) to a pole or dipole model in
order to obtain the on-shell form factor Ti(q =0):
T, ( ~)
Ti(q =0)
1 —q'/m' '
We allow for correlations between the energies of the vec-
tor and pseudoscalar particles and Tq at each q . An
example of such a fit, for ~~ —K, = 0.14144, is shown
in Fig. 3, and the full set of fit parameters and their
y /NDp are shown in Tables I and II.
The chiral limit behavior of Ti(q2=0; m~' , m~), inter-
polated &om a single pole fit, was explored for Kp, —0.121
and 0.129, in our earlier work [56]. To test for approx-
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FIG. 2. A typical plot of Ti(q =0;mF, mv) vs time. From
the application of the time reversal operator, it can be shown
that only the real component of Tz is nonzero.
FIG. 3. Ti(q ), using a pole fit. The dotted lines represent
the 68Fp confidence levels of the fit at each q .
Ti(q =0; mq IzgIrt): a+ bmI,2
2Ti(q =0; mq I'gILi) = C,
where m~ is the lattice pole mass,
(36)
(37)
mI = —I ——
+crit j
imate spectator quark independence, we compared the
single pole fits of the form factor to the two functions,
and r„;& —0.14315(2) [58]. The linear coefiicient b was
found to be consistent with zero for each combination of
~, and rh (see Fig. 4). From Table III, the y /NDF
for both fits are similar, indicating that for the data
available, the assumption that the form factor is a con-
stant, independent of the spectator quark mass, is valid.
Hence, the data for r~ = 0.14144 was used for the chiral
limit, and a simple linear interpolation carried out be-
tween K, = 0.14144 and 0.14226 for the strange quark,
in order to obtain Ti(q =0; m~,.mls ~ ). These results are
listed in the columns labeled (b) and (c) in Table IV.
TABLE I. Results of pole fits to Ti(q; mF, mv).
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12500
0.12500
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.13300
0.13300
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
Low (qa)
—0.032+6
—0.035+9
—0 035+
—0 014+
—0.022+
—0.028+
—0.118+5
—0.104+7
—0.188+4
—0.190 5
—0.190+
—0 177+
—O.182+"
—0.186+
—0.240 2
—O.233+;
High (qa)'
0.258+9
0 265
0.271+"
0.290+
0.298+
~8
0.306+
0.157+7
0.183+
0.086 4
0.084 5
0.084+
0.097+
~
O.O96+",
0 103+
0.034 2
0.041 3
Ti(0)
O.283+"
0.282+
0.294+36
0.271+",,
o.279+44',
0.294+
0.307+9
0.292+
O.335+,"
O.333+"
O.336+
0.318+
0 319+ "
0.324+30
0.366+9
0 343
y'/&oF
11.2/3
8.8/3
4.1/3
7.3/3
6.7/3
4.2/3
10.3/3
8.5/3
9.4/3
7.2/3
3.2/3
7.1/3
7.5/3
3.6/3
5.7/3
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TABLE II. Results of dipole fits to Ti(q; m&, mv).
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12500
0.12500
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.13300
0.13300
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0 ~ 14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
Low (qa)2
—0.032+6
—0.035+9
—0 035+
—0.014+,"
—0.022+
—15
—0.028+22
—0.118+
—0.104+7
—0.188+
—0 190+
—0 190+
—0.177+
—0.182+io
0.186
—0.240+2
—0.233+'
High (qa)
0.258+9
0.265+"
0.271+i5
0.290+i3
0.298+-is
0.306+
0.157+
o.183+-io
0.086 4
0.084+
0.084+;
0 097+
0.096+i2
0.103+
0.034+'
0.041+
0.279+':
0 275
0.286+36
0.266+
0.274+43
0.286+"
0.308+
0.291+i4
0.337+"
0 334+
0.337+,"
0.319+
0.320+
0.325+",
0.362+i9
0.341+"
9.2/3
7.8/3
3.5/3
6.4/3
6.5/3
3.9/3
8.6/3
7.3/3
7.9/3
6.5/3
2.7/3
5.8/3
6.8/3
3.2/3
6.2/3
4.4/3
9. T2(q')
The form factor T2 can be extracted from the matrix
elements using the same procedure as Tq, by considering
the diferent components of
(m& —m&)T2(q;mp, mv) = C;;~q",
for alii (not summed) such that q' = 0. A typical plateau
for T2 is shown in Fig. 5. We extract T2 for a range of q
as shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6 shows that T2(q2) is roughly constant as a
function of q for our data, with heavy quark masses
around the charm mass. We fit T2 to a constant: we
can then compare with the value of Ti(q = 0) where
Ti is fitted with a single pole form. We also fit T2 to
a single pole form (as shown in the figure) and compare
with Ti(q = 0) when Ti is fitted with a double pole
form. The results of the fits for T2 are shown in Tables V
and VI, and the chiral extrapolations for the single pole
fit in Table VII. The pole mass is found to be large, and
a linear behavior holds well for all possible q, includi'ngq, as shown in Fig. 6. Once again the data for k~ ——
0.14144 was used for the chiral limit and the results are
listed in the columns labeled (d) and (e) in Table IV.
The ratio Ti(q =0; m~I mli ~ )/T2(q =0; m~, m~~ ) is
shown in Fig. 7. The two sets of points show Tq fitted to
a double pole form and T2 to a single pole, or Tq fitted to
a single pole and T2 constant. The ratio should be 1, in
accordance with the identity T2(0) = —iTi(0), Eq. (13).
TABLE III. Extrapolation of Ti(q = 0), from a single pole fit, to the chiral limit, where Ti is
assumed either to have a linear dependence on the pole mass of the light quark, or to be independent
of the pole mass. e,t, „g —0.1419 corresponds to the physical strange quark mass from determining
the mass of the K on this lattice.
0.121
0.121
0.121
0.129
0.129
0.129
0.14144
0.14226
0.1419
0.14144
0.14226
0.1419
0.299 33
0.289+54
0.293+42
0.336+ "
0.330+",
0.333+',
—0.362+'"
—626
—0.326+'"
—104
058+352
—391
—0.288+
—413
Ti(m~) = a+ 5m~
a 6 y /Nop
0.04/1
0.05/1
0.1/1
0.2/1
Ti(mq) = c
0.281+
0.271
0.275+
0.333+9"
0.316+9
0.324+
X'/NnF
0.3/2
0.1/2
0.1/2
0.8/2
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1.0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
T, , chiral limit
I I I ! I I I I I
Ts(q ), pole fit
0.8—
0.6— 0.
4—
h= 0.12900
Ic,=o.14144
+I=0.14144
0.13300
+,=0.14226
0.0
0,00 0.01
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
q light
0
—0.2 —0.1
I I I I I I I
0.0
(qa)
0.1
FIG. 4. Chiral extrapolation of Ti(q =0). The dotted lines
indicate the 68'Fp con6dence levels of the Gt. amq &;ght is the
lattice pole mass.
FIG. 6. T2(q ), with a pole fit. The dotted lines represent
the 68'7p confidence levels of the fit at each q .
We G.nd greater consistency from the double-pole —single-
pole fit.
~. &.(q'..)
(m~ + mi ) T2(q' „)= Ciio(p = O, k = 0),
= C„.(p = o, I = o),
= c„,(p = o, k = o). (40)
The evaluation of T2(q „;m~, mv) is also straightfor-
ward, since at zero momentum, p=O, k=O, the contribu-
tions from other form factors vanish:
TPole( 2) T2 (0)I —q'/m~2
An example of this data is shown in Fig. 8. The behav-
ior of T2(q; m~, mv ) as a function of the spectator
quark mass was examined at K,h = 0.121 and 0.129 in the
same way as for Ti(q =0). It was again found that the
linear coefFicient 6 was consistent with zero for each com-
bination of K, and Kh. see Fig. 9 for an example. From
Table VIII, the g /NDp for both fits are seen to be simi-
lar, indicating that for the data available, the assumption
that the form factor is independent of the spectator quark
mass is valid. Hence, the data for K~ —0.14144 was used
for the chiral limit, to obtain T2(q „;mJ, mls-).
Bernard et al. [57] converted this result to q =0 by
assuming single pole dominance:
I I I I I I I
~p~=(k =7r/(12a), p k=O 1.4—
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Re(T, (q'=O))/'im(T, (q'=O))
() () () () () () () () 1.2—
+I—0.14144
0.12500
I~;,=0.14226
0.8— r 1L J
ra
L J
I
L J
o dipole/pole
D pole/constant
0.0
0
I I I I I I I I
10 20
time slice t
0.6—
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.4 0.5 0.6
m„./rnp
0.7
FIG. 5. Im(T2), for a typical momentum used. From the
application of the time reversal operator, it can be shown that
only the imaginary component of T2 is nonzero.
FIG. 7. The ratio Ti/T2 at q =0 for dipole/pale and
pole/constant fits.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of results from difFerent methods of extracting Ti,q(q =0). The last
row indicates the final extrapolation to the physical regime mls /mn, with results of the three
methods of extracting Ti,2(q = 0; m&, mz') at the feet of columns labeled (a), (b), and (c). Column
labels: (a) pole form, with 1+ mass from two-point functions [estimated from R, i mass for final
extrapolation], (b) dipole form, with mz scaling for final extrapolation, (c) pole form, with mF3/2 1/2
scaling for final extrapolation, (d) pole form, with mass determined from pole fit, (e) constant form
factor.
0.13300
0.12900
0.12500
0.12100
mrr. /mF
O.59+;
0.48+
0.42+
0 37+
0.1692+
T~(q-'-)
O.362+,"
0.353+6
0.346+'
0 339+
0.269+
2 / 2
Vmax (™&
0.08+
O 15+'
O.2O+',
0.26+
0.51+6
T, (0) ( )
0 333+
0.301+7
0.276+
0.252+
0.112+7
0.356+
0.324+
0.298+
0.278+
0.124+~8
0.353+"
0.326+
0.298+
0.276+
0.159+33
O.359+,"
O.339+,"
0.318+i2
O.298+';
O.361+4'4
O.352+4"
O.342+,"
O.332+4"
Ti(0) (b) Ti(0) (~) T2(0) (d) Tg(0) (e)
The current J„ in the matrix element can be expressed
in a V + A form, with Ti corresponding to the vector
component and T2 and T~ to the axial vector current.
Therefore, in a single pole model, the exchanged particle,
P, i, for the T2 form factor should be the lowest J = 1+
state with the correct spin, parity, and strangeness quan-
tum numbers. We extracted T2 '(q =0; m~, m~ ) from
T2(q „) using a single pale model, with the mass of the
1+ states determined from fits to two-point functions for
each heavy quark mass. The results of these extrapola-
tions are shown in the column labeled (a) in Table IV.
The ratio Ti(q =0;m~, m~. )/T2 '(q =0;my, mz')
is shown in Fig. 10. We note that using a fixed pole
mass from two-point functions gives a 10—20% difference
in the ratio (at the heaviest masses) compared with al-
lowing the pole mass to vary in the fits.
B. Extrapolation to Mg
The appropriate ansatz for extrapolating the on-
shell form factor in the heavy quark mass to
Ti(q =0;m~, m~. ) is not a priori clear. As we saw in
Sec. ID, one has to model the q dependence of the form
factors, maintaining consistency with known heavy quark
scaling results [40] at q „, from Eq. (15), and the rela-
tion Ti(0) = iT2(0). Expanding unknown parameters in
powers of 1/m~, one obtains scaling laws for the on-shell
TABLE V. Results of pole fits to Tq(q; mF; mv).
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12500
0.12500
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.13300
0.13300
0.14144'
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
Low (qa)
—O.O32+',
0.035+9
—0 035+
—0.014+9
—O.O22+"
—0.028+
—0.118+5
—0.104+q
—0.188+4
—0.190+
—0.190+
—0.177+
—0.182+8
—0.186+q2
—0.240+
—O.233+;
High (qa)
0.289+
O.293+'„
0.297+
~5
O.318+',
O.324+', ;
0 330+
0.190+6
0 214+
0.108+4
O. 1O9+'
0.112+',
0 126+
0.129+~0
0 133+
o.o45+,'
0.057+5
T2(0)
0.301
O.31O+32
0.315+3'
0.288+
0 300+
0.312+67
O.322+"
0.310+
O.351+"
O.353+",
0.349+',
0.332+
~o
o.337+"
0 336+
0.372
0.351+q
y /NDF
6.4/4
7.5/4
8.8/4
4.4/4
5.6/4
5.6/4
4.3/4
3.7/4
7.9/4
6.9/4
10.7/4
5.2/4
12.4/4
7.7/4
7.5/4
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TABLE VI. Results of constant fits to T2(q; m~, mv).
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12500
0.12500
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.13300
0.13300
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14226
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14226
0.14262
0.14144
0.14144
Low (qa)
—0.032+6
—0.035+
—0.035+',;
—0.014+9
—0.022+"
—0.028+
—0.118+5
—0.104+
—0.188+4
—0.190+
—0 190+
—0.177+
—0.182+"
—0.186+'4
—0.240 2
—0.233+3
High (qa)
0.289+7
0.293+9»
0.297+
0.318+11
0.324+
0.330+"
0.190 6
0.214 9
0.108+4
0 109+
0.112+'
0.126+~
0.129+10
0.133+
—15
0.045+3
0.057+5
T2(0)
0.344+,"
0.334+,"
0.322+"
0 323+16
0.323+
0.314+
0 353+
0 333+
0.365+,"
0.361+8
0 353+
0.342+
0.339+
0.335+16
0.374+,'4
0.351+,"
x'/NnF
18.4/5
8.6/5
8.8/5
8.6/5
5.6/5
16.4/5
6.6/5
12.6/5
7.5/5
10.8/5
6.2/5
6.9/5
12.4/5
8.5/5
7.5/5
TABLE VII. Extrapolation of T2(q =0), from a single pole fit, to the chiral limit, where T2 is
assumed either to have a linear dependence on the pole mass of the light quark, or to be independent
of the pole mass. K,&, „g —0.1419 corresponds to the physical strange quark mass from determining
the mass of the K on this lattice.
T2(q =0;mv) = a+ bmg
y'/NnF
T2(q'=0;mv) = c
y'/NnF
0.12900 0.14144
0.12900 0.14226
0.12900 0.14190
0.12100 0.14144
0.12100 0.14226
0.12100 0.14190
0.363+
0 337+
—31
0 349+
0.323+,",
0.311+,",
0.317+
—0.311+
—394
—0.190+"'
—396
—0.406+
—596
0 531+1008
—452
0.1/1
0.1/1
0.01/1
0.1/1
0.348+"
0.329+',"
0 337+
0.304+",
0.289+15
0.296+
0.6/2
0.3/2
0.3/2
0.6/2
TABLE VIII. Extrapolation of T2(q „) to the chiral limit, where T2 is assumed either to have
a linear dependence on the pole mass of the light quark, or to be independent of the pole mass.
est~~„ge ——0.1419 corresponds to the physical strange quark mass from determining the mass of the
K on this lattice.
T2(q „;m~) = a+ bmv
y /NnF
2T2 (qmaxi mq)
y /NnF
0.12100
0.12100
0.12100
0.12900
0.12900
0.12900
0.14144
0.14226
0.14190
0.14144
0.14226
0.14190
0.331+14
0.327+31
—17
0.328+16
0 370+ "
0.349+
0.358+
0.492+'"
—434
—0.026+
—466
—0.136+
—368
—0.136+
—453
0.4/1
1.9/1
0 9/1
0.7/1
0.353+",
0.325+
0 337+
0.363+6
0.341+6
0.351+6
1.9/2
1.9/2
1.1/2
0.8/2
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3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 This will give us two alternative forms for the heavy mass
dependence of Ti(q =0; m~, m~-, .2
() () () ()
+I=0.14226
~h=O. 12900
a,=0.14226
0.0
10
time slice t
20
FIG. 8. A typical plot of T2(q „;m&, mz) vs time.
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
T2(q,„), chiral lirriit
.
4—0
form factors Ti(q =0) and T2(q =0). Thus, while the
scaling behavior of T2(q „) can be checked directly, the
behavior of Ti(0) and T2(0) will depend on assumptions
made for the q dependence. We now address these is-
sues.
Bernard et aL [57] used the heavy quark scaling law for
the off-shell form factor, T2(q „;mp, m~. ) to extrapo-
1 t T t T ~q m~ mls. ), before applying a singlea e 2 O 2~ max&
e on-shellpole dominance model as before to reach the e
point T2(q =0;m~, m~-). They estimated the appro-
pria e po e mat l ss. The validity of the pole model over
the wide range of momentum transfer from q =0 to q
was required, but tests at heavy quark masses around the
charm quark mass showed it to be quite accurate.
Our results for T2(q; mp', m~. ), see Fig. 6, appear
nearly independent of q for masses mp around the
charm scale. Hence, we have 6tted T2 to both single pole
and constant forms, with corresponding behavior for Ti.
T~(q' ..)
At = the initial and final hadronic states have=qmax &
zero spatial momentum and the contributions of form
factors other than T2 vanish:
2 2 T 2(K
~
so»q" bz ~B) = e„(m& —mz. ) 2(qmax) (42)
To test heavy quark scaling, we form the quantity
(44)
where we approximate cr, (p) by
27r
p. in(&]A«D) ' (45)
with Ascii = 200 MeV and Po —ll —sKy. In the
quenched approximation, Nf is taken to be zero. The
2normalization ensures that T2 ——T2I q at the physical
mass m~. Linear and quadratic correlated fits to Eq. (43)
were carried out with the functions
Bi
T2(mp) = &
I
1+
mp)
In the heavy quark limit, the matrix element of Eq. (42)
scales as m», owing ol t the normalization of the heavy
erquark state (gm~) and the momentum transfer q (q
m& —mls. ). The leading term in the heavy quark scal-
-1/2
ous to2 (qmaxf T &~is expected to be m» ana og
an 1m
corrections will also be present, as will radiative correc-
Hence, the form factor T2(q2 „) should scale as
T2(q „;mp, m~. )gmp = const x [n, (mp)] —2/Pp
x(I+ '+", + "[.
mp mp
(4S)
jjjj
cu 8
CT'
0.2—
Ich = 0.12900
Ic, = 0.14144
( B
T2(mp) = +
~
1+
mp
|" '3
+
mph
and are shown in Fig. 11. Taking the quadratic Gt of
T2 at mp —m» as the best estimate, and the difference
between the central values of the linear and quadratic Bts
as an estimate of the sytematic error, T2 was found to be
T2(q „;m~, m~. ) = 0.269+s + 0.011. (48)
Q Q 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
mq light
FIG. 9. Chiral extrapolation of T2(q „).
Once T2(q „) is extracted, we can obtain T2(0) in the
two cases, pole model or constant, for the q ehavior.
If T2 is constant, then Eq. (48) is the result at q2 = 0.
K. C. BOWLER et al.
14 Re
mc (mD 1 —mD) ( ma. , —ma ( mD. , —mD (51)
mb
Making the approximation
1.0—
0.8—
m mD +3mB
mQ mg + 3m+
the range of the expected pole mass can be found:
m~. ,
—5.74 + 0.21 GeV.
Therefore,
T2 '(q =0;ma,'mK ) = 0.112+7 15,
(52)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.4 0«5 0.6
mK mp
0.7
FIG. 10. The ratio Ti(q =0; mp, mac )/T2 '(q =0;
mp.
,
ma. ) with Ti fitted to a dipole form and T2 ' extrapo-
lated from T2(q „) using a fitted 1+ mass.
where the erst error is statistical and the second is the
systematic error obtained by combining the variation of
the pole mass within its bounds and the systematic error
from Eq. (48). There is clearly a significant systematic
difference between the results in Eq. (48) and Eq. (54)
corresponding to the two assumed forms for T2(q ).
2. Ti('q2=0)
In the pole model, the expected exchange particle for T2
is the 1+ B,q state, but experimental data for its mass
is not yet available. However, it is possible to estimate
reasonable upper and lower bounds for the mass from
HQET. It can be shown that [59]
If constant-in-q behavior is assumed for T2, then
T2(0) should satisfy the same scaling law as T2(q „)
in Eq. (43). Combining this with the identity Ti(0) =
iT2(0) leads to a scaling law for Ti(0):
(I)
ma, —ma = AA+ + 0 (
m5 (m5)
mD, —mD = aX+ + O
~
mc
(49)
(50)
Ti(0; mp', m~ )v/mp = const[n, (mp)]
x~1+ '+ ', + ~. (55)
mp mp )
If single pole dominance is assumed for T2 and the mass
of the exchanged 1+ particle can be expanded as
Neglecting terms of order 1/m„ the upper and lower
bounds for Eq. (49) are
'4
Tp VS. II1K«/Ill p
0.3
t' b, b,
mp. , =mp ] 1+ + +.
mp m2p
then Ti(q =0; mp, mls. ) should satisfy a modified scal-
ing law,
Ti(0; mp, m~. ) mp —const x [n, (mp)]
x~1+ '+ ', + . ~, (57)
mp mp )
&& Linear Fit
o Quadratic Fit
where the unknown coefficients in Eq. (56) have been ab-
sorbed into the unknown scaling coeKcients of the matrix
element. A similar scaling relationship has been found by
Ali et al. [19] by the sum rules approach.
The two scaling forms were tested in the same way as
for T2(q2 „), by forming the quantities
N/2 2/Po
I,ma) ger. (ma) ) (58)
Q Q I I I I
0.0 0.2
I I I I I
0.4
IIlK« IIlp
I I I I
0.6
FIG. 11. Extrapolation of T2(q „) to ma, assuming
HQET. The quantity plotted is Tzi defined in the text, which
is equal to T2(q „) at mz.
where N is 1 or 3 as appropriate.
Linear and quadratic Gts were carried out with the
same functions as for T2, allowing for correlations be-
tween masses and form factors. They are shown
in Fig. 12. The y /1VDF was approximately 1 for the
m&~ scaling law, indicating that the model is statisti-
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0.2—
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
A
T, vs. InK«/mp
0.159+3343+ 0.067 mp' scaling,Ti q =0; mph', m~. 3/20.124+is + 0.022 m& scaling.
(60)
0.1—
CLEO (m =170 GeV)—
& n=i/2
The extrapolation is shown in Fig. 12. We note that the
value obtained from m& scaling is consistent with the
corresponding value from T2 calculated using the single
pole q behavior discussed earlier.
C. B, —+quip
0 0
0.0 0.2 0.4
mx /mp
I I I
0.6
1/2
cally valid in the available mass range. For the m&
scaling law we found a y /NDF of 0.3.
The correlated quadratic fit with radiative corrections
gives
FIG. 12. Tr extrapolation, for N = 1/2, 3/2 (points at
mls /m~ displaced slightly for clarity). Ti is defined in the
text and agrees with Tr(q =0) at m& for both N = 1/2, 3/2.
The CLEO point is obtained from the CLEO measurement of
B(B~ K'p) as explained in the text. B(B, -+ Pp) = m~GF m~. wg. 1
x l&~b&~*. l'l&r(mb) I'ITi (q'=o) I' (61)
where Tz is the relevant form factor from the decompo-
sition of (Pl J„IB,). In determining this matrix element
numerically, the interpolating operator J (x) is replaced
by the operator J4'(x) defined as
Much of the analysis above can also be applied to the
rare decay B, ~ Pp. ALEPH [62] and DELPHI [63]
have looked for this decay and obtained 90% C.L. upper
bounds on its branching ratio of 4.1 x 10 4 and 1.9 x10, respectively. Future research into this decay at
the CERN e+e collider I EP is planned. The branching
ratio for this decay can be expressed in a form similar
to Eq. (14):
0.159+33 m& scaling,
0.124+is m& scaling,
J~(*) = S(~)~.s(*) (62)
where the errors quoted are statistical.
All methods of evaluating Ti(q =0; mp' , m~. ) at in-
termediate masses are compared in Table IV. We con-
sider the difFerences between the methods as a measure of
part of the systematic error. The difFerences between the
methods of determining the form factors at the computed
masses are of a similar size ( 10%) to the systematic er-
ror at the physical B mass, as measured by the linear or
quadratic extrapolation of Ti in the inverse heavy meson
mass.
The final result for Ti(q =0; m~', mls. ) is taken from
the quadratic fit for Ti, with an estimated systematic
error in extrapolation given by the difference between
linear and quadratic fits:
Ti'(q =0; mp, my) = Ti(q =0; mp; m~, ),
T2 (q =0;mp, m4) = T2(q =0; mp., mK, ).
(63)
(64)
By employing the same Ansatze for extrapolating Ti and
T2 as the previous sections:
As a result of the presence of two identical particles in
the final state, there is an extra additive term in the trace
of Eq. (23), which corresponds to ss creation from purely
gluonic states. It is expected that this process is heavily
suppressed by Zweig's rule [64—66], and hence the extra
term is neglected.
As the variation of the form factors with respect to
the spectator quark mass has been discarded, it can be
assumed that
0.165+so + 0.060 m& scaling,Ti q =0; m~. , m@ 0.125 is + 0.021 m& scaling,
(65)
T2 (q „;m~., m4, ) = 0.270+9 + 0.009,
T2"P '(q =0;mph', my) = 0.114+4+is.
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We note that Ti'(q =0), with mz scaling, and
T2'~ '(q =0) are consistent with each other.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reported on an ab initio compu-
tation of the form factor for the decay B + K*p. The
large number of gauge configurations used in this calcula-
tion enables an extrapolation to the appropriate masses
to be made and gives a statistically meaningful result. To
compare this result with experiment we convert the pre-
liminary branching ratio from CLEO, B(B —+ K*p) =
(4.5+1.5+0.9) x 10 based on 13 events [1],into its cor-
responding Ti form factor, assuming the standard model.
We work at the scale p = mb ——4.39GeV, in the mod-
ified minimial substraction (MS) scheme, using a pole
mass of Mi, = 4.95(15) GeV [67] to determine mi, [68].
Taking
~Vq, Vqi,
~
= 0.037(3) [69], w~ = 1.5(2) ps [70,71],
and all other values from the Particle Data Group com-
bined with Eq. (14), we find Ti "~ to be 0.23(6), 0.21(5),
and 0.19(5) for top quark masses of m& —100, 150, and
200GeV, respectively. We find the calculated value for
B(B m K*p)
B(B -+ X,p) (68)
which we find to be
Ti consistent with these results to within two standard
deviations.
In calculating the branching ratio, we use the per-
turbative renormalization of o„[55] with a boosted
coupling, g = 1.7go, and the anomalous dimension,
p~ ~ = —(8/3)(g /16vr ), to match the lattice results to
the continuum at the scale p = mb, giving a matching co-
efFicient of Z —0.95. We apply a correction of Z = 0.90
in the calculations below. Varying the scale of C~(p)
from y, = mi, /2 to p = 2m', changes the final branching
ratio by +27% and —20%, respectively. This is due to
the perturbative calculation of C7(p, ) and future work on
next-to-leading logarithmic order corrections will reduce
this variation significantly [31].
These uncertainties cancel in the dimensionless
hadronization ratio B,
14.5+so (stat) + 6.1 (syst) 6 1.6 (expt) % mz~ scaling,
8.8+25 (stat) + 3.0 (syst) + 1.0 (expt)] % m& scaling.
(70)
Assuming the recent tentative result for mq from CDF [72], the lattice results give a branching ratio for the decay
B —+ K*p of
2.5+ii (stat) + 2.1 (syst) + 0.6 (expt) +5 (scale) x 10 5 m& scaling,B B~Z*~ = +4 —5 3/21.5+4 (stat) + 0.5 (syst) 6 0.3 (expt) +s (scale) x 10 m& scaling, (71)
where we separate the statistical and systematic errors from the lattice, experimental, and theoretical (scale) uncer-
tainties. Combining errors to produce an overall result yields
2.5 + 1.3 (stat) +zs (syst) x 10 m& scaling,
+ +9 —5 3/2I1.5 6 0.6 (stat) +s (syst)] x 10 m~ scaling. (72)
Similarly for B, ~ Pp, using m~. = 5.3833(5) GeV [73,74] and ~~ = 1.54(15) ps [75], we find
2.8+io (stat) + 2.1 (syst) + 0.5 (expt) +5 (scale) x 108 B, ~ 1.6+5 (stat) + 0.6 (syst) + 0.3 (expt) +s (scale) x 10
[2.8 + 1.2 (stat) +zs (syst)] x 10 mJ, scaling,
~
1.6 + 0.6 (stat) +9 (syst) x 10 m& scaling.
i/2
m& scaling,
3/2
m& scaling,
(74)
In obtaining these results, we have made some assump-
tions. Since this calculation is carried out with one lattice
spacing, we cannot explore discretization errors. How-
ever, the use of an O(a)-improved action is expected to
reduce these substantially. As the form factors and mass
ratios evaluated are dimensionless, we also expect some
of the systematic error from setting the scale to can-
cel. The extrapolation of matrix elements to the chiral
limit has been neglected, although the current data in-
dicates a weak dependence on the spectator quark mass.
I
Without doing a simulation using dynamical fermions,
the error due to quenching cannot be accurately esti-
mated. However, the good agreement with experiment
for other semileptonic, pseudoscalar to vector meson de-
cays [41,42], which have been determined using coarser
lattices and lower statistics, suggests that these errors
are small. We find our results consistent with previous
calculations [56,57]. With form factors available over a
range of masses, we have been able to incorporate heavy-
quark symmetry into our extrapolation and investigate
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phenomenologically motivated pole-dominance models.
These methods supercede the simple linear extrapolation
used as a guide in our earlier preliminary study, where
the limited set of two masses precluded an investigation
of different extrapolation methods [56].
Whether pole dominance is a valid model for a large
range of q is an important question. We have quoted re-
sults for two diferent possibilities for the q2 dependence
of the form factors. Although the lattice results visually
favor T2 constant in q, at least for heavy quark masses
around the charm mass, our fits favor a single pole vec-
tor dominance form for T2. The difFerence between the
results indicates the need for a better understanding of
the combined q and heavy quark scaling behavior of the
relevant form factors.
We have not applied the constraint Tq(0) = iT2(0) to
our fits in this paper, using instead the consistency of our
results with this relation as a guide to the fitting method.
We find that the the single pole dominance model for
the q2 behavior of T2 (and corresponding dipole behav-
ior for Tq) gives the most consistent fit. In this case we
have attempted to determine the systematic consistency
by comparing Tq(q =0; m~, m~. ), extracted using the
m& scaling law, with Tz (q =0; m~, m~. ) assuming pole
model behavior for T2 and the expected pole mass. It
could be argued that both methods are equivalent. How-
ever, in extrapolating the form factor Tq(q =0; m~, mls. )
to m~, the coefticients in the fit are not fixed, which is
equivalent to letting the pole mass vary. We require only
that the leading order behavior of Tq satisfy the m&
dependence.
We look forward to improved experimental results for
the decay B ~ It*p and observation of D, m Pp. We
hope future lattice studies will significantly increase the
accuracy of these calculations.
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